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INTRODUCTION

The challenge of  COVID-19 pandemic is not over. It is one 
of  the most extensive pandemic in world history caused 
by novel coronavirus, known as severe acute respiratory 
distress syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).1,2 Since 
February 2020, it is spreading all over India very rapidly as 
well as in other countries. Along with treating the disease, 
many vitamins such as vitamin D, vitamin C, and other 
supplements are under experiment tools to boost the 
immune system to fight against this viral pandemic.

Vitamin D deficiency effects almost 40–99% of  Indian 
population of  different age, sex, and socioeconomic 
conditions3 which reflect the magnitude of  the problem. 
This highly prevalent nutritional deficiency is having a wide 

range of  consequence as vitamin D is having its effect from 
immune system to cardiovascular system and many more. 
Many authors suggest a role of  vitamin D deficiency in 
SARS-CoV-2 infection severity.4 Many studies show that 
vitamin D receptor (VDR) receptor is present in activated 
T- and B-cell, monocytes, macrophage, and natural killer 
cells, thus modulates the action of  immune cells and having 
its role in phagocytosis also.5-7

There is a high prevalence and increased fatality in some 
conditions which are also more prone for vitamin D 
deficiency, for example, old age, diabetes, hypertension, 
cancer, and cardiovascular disease.8-10

It is evidenced now that SARS-CoV-2 induces a cytokine 
storm which causes the thrombotic complications by 
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triggering the coagulation cascade and severity of  these 
can be measured by D-dimer level.11 The circulating 
D-dimer concentration is used to diagnose thrombotic 
state which is formed during fibrinolysis of  blood clots.12 
Increased C-reactive protein (CRP) is found in 86% of  
severe COVID‐19 patients.13 CRP and D-dimer are, now, 
considered as diagnostic as well as prognostic marker for 
SARSCoV-2.

Along with the large number of  new infections every day, 
a large number of  patients are in post-COVID recovery 
stage and showing a spectrum of  complications. 

Aims and objectives
Hence,we design our study to find out if  the vitamin D 
status in patients is having any significance in post-COVID 
recovery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

It is a cross-sectional hospital-based and analytical study 
conducted at College of  Medicine and Sagore Dutta 
Hospital (CMSDH) Kamarhati, Kolkata-58, West Bengal 
in the period between April 2021 and September 2021, 
involving Department of  Medicine, Pathology, and 
Biochemistry.

Study was approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee 
on 03/4/2021 (memo no- CMSDH/IEC/235/03-2021).

Inclusion criteria
Seventy recovered (6 weeks after reverse transcription-
polymerase chain reaction [RT-PCR] positive and without 
active symptoms) COVID-19 (diagnosed by RT-PCR) 
patients aged between 18 and 60 years, attending the 
medicine outpatient department for follow-up at CMSDH, 
considered as subject.

Exclusion criteria
We have excluded patients or controls with malabsorption 
disorders, malignancy, liver cirrhosis, serum creatinine levels 
>1.9 mg/dl, or previous treatment with anticonvulsants.

Sample collection and handling: After taking valid written 
consent, 5 ml overnight fasting blood sample was collected. 
Serum was separated and collected after centrifugation. 
Blood samples was analyzed for CRP, by following the 
manufacturer’s instruction with ERBA EM360/640 
Autoanalyzer and serum vitamin D by cobas e 411. D-dimer 
was analyzed by coagulometer STA Satellite Max 605.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences version 17.0 and GraphPad software. 

Continuous variables were expressed as mean (standard 
deviation) and the differences were accomplished 
by comparison through unpaired two-sided t-test or 
correlation coefficient as applicable.

RESULTS

Out of  the 70 patients, depending on serum vitamin D 
concentration, the patients are grouped in two broad 
groups. Those who are having vitamin D value <20 ng/ml 
are grouped as A(Group A)d they are  34 in number and 
the other group B contains 36 patients having vitamin D 
level equal or more than 20 ng/ml (Group B)

The unpaired student’s t-test shows a statistically significant 
variation exists in the CRP and D-dimer values in the 
above-mentioned groups (Table 1).

Table 2 shows a statistically significant negative linear 
correlation between vitamin D and CRP values in Group A, 
whereas though D-dimer is high in Group A, but it is not 
correlated with the vitamin D. Group B shows very week 
corelation in between vitamin D with CRP and D-dimer.

Figure 1 shows the scattered plot of  Vitamin D and CRP 
in group 1.

DISCUSSION

Even after severe and active symptoms resolved, persistent 
high CRP and D-dimer levels are observed in many cases 
which may be an indication of  future complications.

In our study, we found that a low vitamin D level is 

Table 1: Demographic and biochemical 
characteristics of the study
Parameter Group A 

(n=34)  
Mean±SD

Group 
B (n=36) 
Mean±SD

P-value 
(unpaired 

t-test)
Vitamin D 11.35±2.75 27.84±4.85 <0.0001
CRP 51.06±25.96 3.75±1.47 <0.0001
D-dimer 3.01±1.99 0.38±0.19 <0.0001

CRP: C‑reactive protein

Table 2: Pearson’s correlation coefficient
Parameter r P
Group A

Vitamin D and CRP −0.75 <0.05
Vitamin D and D-dimer 0.2472 <171574

Group B
Vitamin D and CRP 0.2434 <0.1715
Vitamin D and D-dimer 0.3591 <0.03

CRP: C‑reactive protein
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associated with high CRP and high D-dimer values and 
CRP is negatively correlated with vitamin D level. Patients 
having normal vitamin D level are comparatively low CRP 
and D-dimer level than compared to above. The study done 
by Li et al., Saponaro et al., and Elibol et al., also shows 
similar finding.15-17

However, the study done by Grant et al., there is no 
significant change of  vitamin D has been found in COVID 
infection.17

Most of  the immune cells such as T- and B-cells, dendritic 
cells, and macrophages express the intracellular receptor 
for 1,25 (OH)2D. Cathelicidin (LL37) is induced by 1,25 
(OH)2D through VDR receptor. These LL37 are having a 
protective role against enveloped bacteria like SARS-CoV-2 
infection.5 Vitamin D being a steroid hormone is involved in 
the modulation of  the innate and acquired immune system 
and also takes part in the production of  antimicrobial 
peptides. It also regulates the expression of  genes involved 
in the intracellular destruction of  pathogens. The lower 
level of  serum 1,25 (OH)2D levels is frequently found to 
have poor prognostic factors for COVID-19 which can be 
expressed by increased CRP and D-dimer level.18

The CRP being a non-specific marker of  any systemic 
infection and consistent with the severity or grade of  the 
infection. Chen et al., shows that 86% of  positive COVID 
patients show increased level of  CRP and the level of  it 
positively associated with the severity14 which is similar to 
our finding.

The study done by Liu et al.,12 shows increased level of  
D-dimer in COVID infection which is again proportional 
to the severity of  infection. We also have the similar kind 
of  finding. The study done by Barut et al., on Turkish 
population shows that higher levels of  D-dimer and 

uric acid have been seen in vitamin D deficiency which 
shows poor prognosis in COVID-affected adolescent 
population.14 The study of  Malik MH, Michelino Di Rosa 
also finds similar findings.20 Increased level of  D-dimer 
can be explained by the SARS-COV-2-induced cytokine 
storm that triggers thrombotic complication which causes 
coagulation.13

Limitations of the study
Small study group and unknown base level of  vitamin D 
before COVID infection and loss of   long-term follow-up 
of  cases are the limitations of  the study.

CONCLUSION

Low vitamin D level may be associated with increased 
severity of  COVID infection. Hence, early diagnosis of  
vitamin D status and supplementation with the same may 
improve the prognosis.
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